_______________________'s
Ms. Tucker
Goal Progress Analysis
My Goal:_________________________________________________________________
I want to increase my use of cooperative learning when introducing and having
________________________________________________________________________
students process new concepts and materials.
Write specifically what is happening now towards achieving your goal under
Opportunity and the Benefits and Obstacles for each where appropriate.
Opportunity/Option
Met with Mr. Thomas and he helped me divide the
students for grouping.
We went over his procedure for using pair/share
and I adopted it for my class.

Benefit/Obstacle
It really helped to get his input on grouping.
Since the students already know the procedure
from his class, it should be easy to start using it
in mine.

I made arrangements to have an aide take over
my class for 20 minutes while I step into Mr.
Thomas’ class to observe him using the pair/
share procedure.

This should really make a difference to be able
to see it works and will build my confidence to do
it in my class.

I was going to move the desks over the weekend,
but got sick so had to postpone it until this next
weekend. Figured I don’t have to have that done
to do the pair/shares.

I’m going to use the matching problem/answer
cards strategy to pair the students and use the
pair/share anyway to introduce the new unit.

Mr. Thomas and I are going to meet and review
what’s happening to see if anything needs to be
changed.

It’s so great to have a partner with experience
when starting something new like this!

Has the goal been accomplished Yes

No

In Progress

Explain why or why not?
See above.
________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________
Does the goal need to be revised? Yes
Worksheet

No If yes, revise with Goal Planning

If a new goal is needed, begin the process with the C.R.O.S.S.ROADS Goal Setting
Worksheet.
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